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Music, it seems so transversal. It is always a great ice breaker, but how much do we actually know about it? Can you

confidently say that you have listened to musical geniuses? The following review takes us to the 1960’s era, when

the twist was the king of the dancefloors, Jackie O was the reference for beauty, a period known by a U-turn in

music. The album that I bring to the table is very dear to me. It got me through some tough times but also through

some amazing ones. It is the apex of what the word growth stands for and it is called Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts

Club Band by The Beatles. 

Starting by giving you some context, picture yourself in the year 1967: so much was going on and a lot was laying in

the past. The politics of the ’50s was behind, women were starting to fight for their rights, spirituality was getting

popular, the Vietnam war was just blasting, and people had a lot to say about it. A vast majority of today’s

movements started in this era, simply because people were starting to grow outside of the “Barbie & Ken” lifestyle

that the 1950s had implemented. The Black Lives Matter movement had major breakouts during this period and the

same goes for the feminist movement. In some ways it is very similar to today, with a lot of fights are happening

around us, so many people are making themselves heard and standing up to what they believe is wrongful. 

The Beatles started in 1957 and were considered the first demonstration of what true rock was like. Truth be told,

before The Beatles not a lot of music similar to theirs had been made or got close to the number of fans that they

mobilized. The amount of people that followed them was astonishing and still to this day they have set records that

haven’t been broken. If we see the evolution from their first album Please Please Me (1963) to Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely

Hearts Club Band (1967) you can clearly verify that not only did they outgrow the matching grey suits area, but

their music grew with the events that were happening all around. It took the band around 129 days to compose,

edit and release the album. When comparing it to their first album, which took 10 hours, it is an astronomical, yet

well spent, amount of time. 

A REVOLUTION, A BAND, AND AN
ALBUM: SGT. PEPPER’S LONELY
HEARTS CLUB BAND BY CAROLINA ZURZICA
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Since we are analyzing the technical aspects, the voice

effects of Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds and A Day In

The Life, that match so well with the psychedelic trends

of the ’60s and ’70s, are the entryway for modern Indie

Rock. The track Being For The Benefit Of Mr. Kite!

nearly teleports you into a circus, the geniality behind

the number of instruments used to create is worth

listening to. The usage of typically classical instruments

in a, due to lack of a better word, “rock” album is

something that not a lot of bands or singers have dared

to try to this day. 

As a whole, the album has the particularity of being a

perfect and seamless blend of the 1950’s and the new

generation Beatles. It’s the mix between tracks like

When I’m Sixty Four and Lovely Rita that is clear to see

the change between this new grown version and the

previous one. The album is an homage to all that they

have conquered so far, but also a milestone. Not only

that but there also exists a paradox of having songs

that, at first glance, have the musicality of children's

songs and are mixed with psychedelic effects, marking

them into this iconic album. 

They are one of the few bands that had the privilege to

re-invent themselves time after time and still be

successful. So far, we know that they incited musical

and social movements, but were they trendsetters or

only very good trend followers? 

Older generations looked the other way when The

Beatles music was on, just like today's parents and

grandparents do with Rap and Trap genres, for

example. They incited movement, they made you want

to get out there and speak your truth. In other words,

they stirred the waters that younger generations

found appealing and the elder repulsive. 

The album that I am writing about, is not only great

due to what it represents but also because of its

technical skills. For a regular producer in 2021, it

seems too easy to even make it into a review.

However, it's the procedures that this album endured

until it became the final product that makes it one of

the greatest albums ever produced. The blending of

songs is flawlessly made, which can be tricky because

it invites you to listen to the album from top to

bottom. It will lead you into a journey of sensations

and you won’t even notice until you press stop. The

first three tracks, Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club

Band, With A Little Help From My Friends, and Lucy In

The Sky With Diamonds are so effortlessly blended

that they call out to be listened to in one go. 



Another aspect that I want to point out is the iconic cover. Even if they outgrew the preppy haircuts and matching

dark suits, the wardrobe of the four elements is a key aspect of the cover. Haivng each member with a colorful suit

similar to a general’s or captain's suit, in my perspective, is a great satire to the political gambles of the ’60s but it’s

open to interpretation. The author and Grammy winner for this same cover states that it is just a simple portrait of

a new band playing in a garden surrounded by fans, but sometimes it’s best to stick to your own imagination which

is another reason why I hold on to this album so dearly. 

Finally, the great question we all want to ask: who is Sargent Pepper? This album was made after a one-year break.

The five members were tired of touring and putting two albums per year on the record stores shelves. Supposedly,

it was Paul McCartney who came up with the concept on his journey back from Africa. The album is inspired by a

fictional band that did not have to face the same pressure and externalities as the real one, as well as by numerous

well-known faces in the music world, which can be seen on the cover. However, Sargent Pepper was not the real

name behind the iconic military face on the album. In reality, the Sargent on the cover was called James Melvin

Babington. There are numerous stories and theories behind the choice of the man; the most accurate one I found

was that just like there were Beatles Cards, there were military history cards in the UK and that is how Babington

came to be Pepper. Regarding the choice of name there are also countless theses about it: some say it was created

when a roadie asked McCartney what the initials S and P stood for on in-flights meal trays. But I guess that to get

the real answers you'd have to ask the real Beatles. 

It is the mastery in the technicality of producing music, the reaction it provokes on people, the chaotic cover, and

the tangible milestones that make this album one of the best of all time. I highly recommend it, it’s a ride you won’t

regret. For 39 minutes and 55 seconds, you get to live and learn new emotions that make this album timeless. Who

said millennials only listen to Pop artists? 
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R U T E
V I T O R I N O

INTERVIEW WITH
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Rute Vitorino Lopes, known by her artistic name, Rute Roots, is a 24-year-old dancer from Leiria, Portugal. Rute

is moved by her passion for living life to the fullest and in the happiest way, while being very conscious and

connected with everyone and everything around her, especially nature. 

She has been dancing since she was 4 years old and has always focused on activities that helped her evolve. 

 During high school, she part-timed in a youth dance company where she worked 20h a week. Afterwards, she

took her degree in dance at the Institute of Arts in Barcelona.

During her education, she practiced not only different dance styles - such as ballet, contemporary, hip hop, and

tap dance -, but also acting, singing, and anatomy. In her last year, she focused on contemporary dancing, the

dance style she is more passionate about and which makes her feel more connected with herself. Her graduation

was in 2018 where she was distinguished with the award of Dance Student of the Year. After college, she moved

to London where did bits and bobs of work, among which teaching dance classes, doing workshops, and going to

auditions. Three months later she began working in a dance music company, A’s. Rute returned to Portugal in

2019, via an offer to work in “Corpo”, an inclusive company where the acceptance of diversity, individual

quality, and talent are the primary focus.

Since 2020 she has been preparing students in class and for future shows, all while teaching dance therapy and

becoming a Yoga instructor. In 2021, she was also invited to work in another company, called “Seem” where she

has also been teaching classes. 

“I love everything that is connected with well-being, the zen states and so I also have been
involved in lots of projects, especially nature environmental projects”

@rute.roots



I have always loved dance and arts in general, as it is a way through which I am able to express my emotions or

just release them. Sometimes our emotions are not as nice as we would like them to be and because of

education and social pressure in general, you are not allowed to fully express them. Society sometimes

teaches us to behave in certain ways, so it comes to a beautiful thing to have the opportunity to be able to

release some emotions and be fully myself since young. Certainly, I believe you can express your emotions,

you can be yourself and find your identity, and I believe I found mine through movement. 

This year I finished a course in dance movement therapy, and I learned that by changing your movements,

moving in certain ways, you will naturally change the way you think, and you will naturally cure something

that is hidden in there, like traumas and insecurities. Movement is a very powerful and organic tool that

everyone can do. We are moving all the time, even washing your dishes, so if you change some patterns in

your day-to-day movement, sure it will have some positive impact on your well-being while releasing stress,

hidden emotions, and traumas if you are open to it. I would encourage anyone to try it without any fear, any

judgment, because music is movement, we all move and so let's just move and be healthier beings.

1. HOW DO YOU FEEL THAT DANCING CAN BE A TOOL FOR YOU TO EXPRESS YOUR EMOTIONS AND
IDENTITY? 

2. YOGA IS AN ACTIVE WAY TO ALIGN MIND AND BODY AND
SO IS DANCE. WHAT FEELINGS ARE COMMON FOR YOU
WHEN PRACTICING EACH OF THE ACTIVITIES? AND WHAT
FEELINGS DIFFER? 
 
It really depends, sometimes there are days when I don’t feel

like it and it is ok, it is also acceptable, so what I believe and

what I teach is just to respect yourself and the way you feel,

dignify what you have, and work with that. Sometimes you

will get some results, sometimes you have others, and that's

totally fine. It’s a big spectrum of feelings because sometimes

you feel less ok, sad, with less energy and that’s going to flow

in your movement, in your yoga class, but that is also good

because if it flows in your movement, is because it is doing

something, and you are realizing it. However, sometimes,

altough I feel very happy, I have to perform a piece that is

very dramatic, that might have storytelling that is about war

or violence. In these situations you may have to perform

those feelings without feeling them. 

This is where it drives our professional dancers up. Being a

dance performer is also kind of being an actor, so you have to

find feelings that you might have felt or never felt, but you

have to try to find them to put them in your performance, in

your movement.
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3. WHAT IS THE FEELING OF BEING AWARDED THE BEST STUDENT OF YOUR YEAR IN THE DANCE COURSE?

I was not expecting that at all, I always saw myself as

the black sheep because I always fought for what I

believed. It was always me or my group in bad

situations, like going to the director to change or ask

for some things that they promised during the course

that did not happen for something.  

About the graduation it was also a very funny

episode because in Barcelona we must rent the

graduate costume, which is super expensive.  
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I mean, I am Portuguese, and the salaries are not that

big, so I just thought, "no I am not going to rent that

thing just for a photo". So, some people like me did

not rent and we went to the ceremony like that. But

then, I just got this award which I was not expecting,

giving me mixed feelings of not having the custom to

take the traditional photo. In the end, of course, I felt

great about receiving it as I worked a lot for it while

being myself, so it was super good to feel valued

after all those years. 



4. WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED THROUGH YOUR INTERNATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL JOURNEY AS AN
ARTIST?  

I think the biggest thing was resilience. Being an artist is unstable, it is fighting all the time, so I guess when

you learn through the experience, being resilient and do not forget being who you are, do not lose yourself in

the way, are the big and hard things and the same time. Also, at least for me personally, it is super important

to know what I want and what I really do not want, while being able to say yes or no to the things that I

believe or not.   

5. CAN YOU ADVISE YOUNGSTERS THAT ARE THINKING OF FOLLOWING A DANCE CAREER?

Just do it, just go for it, I think you must follow what you feel, what you love, all your passion. But it is not all

roses, it might seem to be a beautiful thing just moving around and dancing, however, it is a lot of hard work,

and as I said before, the industry is hard and cruel so if you want to follow that, you really need to be sure that

it is what you want.  If you really want it, work for it and please do not be affected nor let being pushed down,

have in mind that it is beautiful when you are following what you love while being yourself. 

6. WHAT IS THE NEXT BIG ACHIEVEMENT YOU ARE WORKING ON?  

I think it is myself. Myself as a whole. I am very connected with many things, nature itself, well-being, so I

think it is my biggest achievement. Be me, be connected to be a conscious life. 

Talking about dance specifically, I guess the biggest achievement is to show different things, a different view

of art, a different aesthetics as well, and being able to work in a more organic and connected consciousness,

more valued as an individual, like the talent each person has to give. I feel that we are still super focused on

the aesthetics, the looks, the bodies and I think we need to pass that and see the movement and the greatness

of each individual making what he loves. And also, even though it is not a profession, just get movement to

reach more people, so we can improve ourselves and our well-being and cure ourselves in many things.  
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TRAGEDY, INNOCENCE,
AND VULNERABILITY IN THE
GRAVE OF THE FIREFLIES

BY 

FRANCISCO P INTO

Isao Takahata’s The Grave of The Fireflies (1988) is a true battle between the brutal and the beautiful. Being one of

many of Studio Ghibli’s masterpieces, it distinguishes itself from other Ghibli’s classics for its simple plot, constant

melancholic tone, and strong imagery, constituting a realistic and sobering portrait of World War II Japan, where

the action takes place. The Grave of The Fireflies focuses on the difficult lives of 14-year-old Seita and his 5-year-

old sister Setsuko, whose mother is killed by an American attack, and is brilliant at exploring human nature in its

relationship with tragedy and death, not only through Seita’s already mature notion of the cruel reality he and his

sister are forced to face but also through Setsuko’s inevitable innocence, which constitutes a light of hope and

humanity that Seita intends to protect at all costs.  

The Grave of the Fireflies tragically shows Seita’s vulnerability as he adopts taking care of Setsuko as his life

mission after their mother’s death. As the two begin to live with their aunt’s family and then on their own in a war

shelter which they adopt as a home, Seita does his best to ignore his fears and protect his little sister from the

harsh reality of war, but he gets confronted by his own vulnerability as such a cruel responsibility becomes nearly

impossible for a 14-year-old child to handle. Consequently, although he’s able to hold his tears after watching his

mother’s rotting corpse being carried away, he can’t help but cry when he finds himself impotent in finding enough

food for his sick sister. 
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The extraordinary quality of the animation and the strong and sudden transitions between complete silence and

beautifully composed melancholic music really enables the movie to create realistic and emotionally violent scenes

when it comes to portraying the horrific reality of war, one of the most brilliant aspects of the movie being

precisely how violence is not only present in the war itself but also (and especially) in the indifference and

dehumanization that surviving demands. As a matter of fact, through characters such as the farmer who

aggressively punishes Seita for stealing food for his sister, the doctor who indifferently reacts to Setsuko being sick

due to malnutrition, or even their aunt who resents the two for living under her shelter, the movie not only explores

the dehumanizing effects of war on people but also challenges the notion of guilt in this context. After all, as

condemnable as these characters may seem in their actions, they are also exhausted people struggling to survive

and protect their loved ones from a war in which they are nothing but victims. Having said this, the fact that the

movie is not very interested in who is to blame for all the tragedies, it is particularly relevant for its realistic nature

in the sense that it recognizes that war constitutes the ultimate cause for all that misery, the main focus of the

movie being how characters evolve in their humanity as a consequence of it. 

Despite its crude brutality, The Grave of the Fireflies is surprisingly an extraordinarily beautiful movie in the way it

depicts Setsuko and Seita laughing and playing in some rare moments of joy that enable them to forget about their

surroundings and live as two children. Unlike most of the characters presented in the movie, who seem to have a

piece of their humanity taken away by the war, Setsuko remains innocent and benevolent, spending the last

moments of her life preparing imaginary rice cakes for her brother. As a matter of fact, Setsuko constitutes a light

of humanity in a world of misery, which is the reason why she’s metaphorically represented by the fireflies that

enlighten their “home” but will soon have to die. That being said, the harmony that characterizes the coexistence of

misery and innocent joy is what makes this such a painfully beautiful movie, Setsuko being a particularly relevant

character in this sense. 

With a relatively simple plot and extraordinary symbolism, The Grave of The Fireflies focuses on the war and its

implications for the humanity of the characters, being realistic in its crude portrait of the war and simultaneously

spiritual in the frequent metaphorical presence of the fireflies as a symbol of life. Ending with the image of Setsuko

and Seita looking at modern-day Japan illuminated by those same fireflies, the movie sends a message of hope that

their light will keep on illuminating even the darkest of the times. 
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LOST AND FOUND BY AFONSO FORTUNATO

The Third Reich is worldwide known for its legacy of destruction and death. However, lives were not the only thing

the Nazis took away, as they also took with them 20% of the world art masterpieces, being the protagonists of what

is nowadays considered the biggest art robbery in world history. 

Hitler’s master plan was to build a Führermuseum in Linz, the hometown of both the dictator and a football club

that scares Sporting’s fans, to display the most acclaimed European works of art. Thus, the Nazis started to loot all

the valuable art pieces they could find, hiding them in the Musée Jeu de Paume, Paris, in German headquarters, salt

mines, caves, and so on and so forth.  

One special military team named Monuments, Fine Art and Archives Program, aka Monuments Men, was created to

safeguard art pieces from the hands of the Axis, hiding them. Nevertheless, their effort was not enough to avoid a

record-breaker art robbery. 

After the victory of the Allies, this team had a new job: to search, find and rescue all the stolen art from the war

period. The Monument Men made a precious job in fulfilling their task, however, there are still some artworks

whose locations keep on being a mystery nowadays. 
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Ferdinand Bloch-Bauer, an Austrian industrialist and husband of Adele Bloch-

Bauer hired Klimt to paint two portraits of his wife. The first one, finished in

1907, was the finest demonstration of Klimt’s golden phase. During the Second

World War, Ferdinand fled the country leaving the portrait behind, which was

then looted by the Nazis. Unfortunately for Ferdinand, Home Alone only came

out 45 years after the war, thus he would never think about leaving a child

behind to protect his house from assaulters using homemade traps. When peace

was again a reality, the painting was recovered and bought by the Austrian State

Gallery, which displayed it in its infrastructures. 

Recently Bloch-Bauer’s niece went to court for the ownership of this

masterpiece. She won the case, and afterward sold it for millions of dollars. 

The recent journey of this portrait was recreated in the 2016 movie, The Woman

in Gold. 

GUSTAV KLIMT, PORTRAIT OF ADELE BLOCH-BAUER I 

This masterpiece is believed to be Raphael’s self-portrait, yes, the homonym of

the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle with a red mask. The renaissance painting was

displayed in the Czartoryski Museum after being brought from Italy to Krakow by

Prince Adam Jerzy Czartoryski. Then, during the Nazi invasions, the Axis

confiscated it from the Czartoryski collection, sending it to constant pendular

movements between the Führermuseum, where it was ready for display, and

Krakow, where it was hung up in Hans Frank’s, General Governor of Poland,

office. It is believed that when Hans Frank fled to Russia, he brought it with him,

and to this day the portrait is still missing. 

RAPHAEL, PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG MAN 

One piece stolen by the Nazis during the Second World War was The Ghent

Altarpiece by Van Eyck, which has the record for the most times theft

masterpiece. Nowadays housed in the Cathedral of St. Bavo, Ghent, it has been

through a lot, a masterpiece with many stories to tell, starting with the Calvinists,

who nearly burned this piece during riots. Then the great emperor of France

Napoleon Bonapart was the first to steal it for the Louvre Museum in Paris, being

then almost cut in half by the King of Prussia, and finally, stolen by the Nazis,

namely Herrman Goring and after by Adolf Hitler, hiding it until being rescued by

the Monuments Men. 

VAN EYCK, THE GHENT ALTARPIECE
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Alabama Gospel Choir, 5th of January, Coliseu dos Recreios de Lisboa, Music Concert

Animal de Palco, by David Cristina, 8th of January, Lisboa Comedy Club – The Famous Grouse

Room, Stand-up Comedy 

 Xutos e Pontapes com Orquestra Filarmonica Portuguesa, 13th and 14th of January, Super

Bock Arena Pavilhao Rosa Mota (Porto), Music Concert

Conversas de Miguel, by Carlos Coutinho Vilhena and Pedro Teixeira da Mota, 14th and 15th

of January, Campo Pequeno, Stand-up Comedy 

Depois do Medo, by Bruno Nogueira, 14th, 15th and 16th of January, Cinemas NOS, Stand-up

Comedy 

Pax Julia, Barbara Bandeira, 15th of January, Teatro Municipal (Beja), Music Concert

Kevinho / Diego & Victor Hugo, 16th of January, Coliseu dos Recreios de Lisboa , Music Concert

Carolina Deslandes, 20th and 21st of January, Coliseu dos Recreios de Lisboa , Music Concert

Banco de Jardim, by André Pinheiro and Sebastião Dutschke, 21st of January, Lisboa Comedy

Club – The Famous Grouse Room, Live Podcast 

Carolina Deslandes, 22nd and 23rd of January, Coliseu do Porto, Music Concert

Chico da Tina, by Chico da Tina, 22nd of January, Altice Arena (Sala Tejo), Music Concert 

Antonio Zambujo, 22nd of January, Cine Teatro Garrett (Póvoa de Varzim), Music Concert

Desconcerto, 26th to 30th of January, Coliseu dos Recreios , Music Concert

Fala-Barato, by Vasco Elvas, 27th of January, Maxime Restaurante Bar, Stand-up Comedy 

Pedro Abrunhosa, 28th of January, Convento de São Francisco (Coimbra), Music Concert

Bryan Adams, 30th of January, Altice Arena (Lisboa), Music Concert

January

CULTURAL AGENDA
DEDICATED TO MUSIC AND COMEDY SHOWS



Diogo Piçarra, 5th of February, Cine Teatro António Lamoso (Santa Maria da Feira), Music

Concert

Gisela João, 5th of February, Convento de São Francisco (Coimbra), Music Concert

Frank Carter & The Rattle Snakes, 10th of February, Lisboa ao Vivo, Music Concert

Pedro Abrunhosa & Orquestra Clássica do Sul, 12th of February, Teatro das Figuras (Faro),

Music Concert

Dilema de Circunstância, by André Pinheiro, Rafael Pessanha, Sebastião Dutschke and Tiago

Pereira, 17th of February, Lisboa Comedy Club – The Famous Grouse Room, Stand-up Comedy 

Karetus, 19th of February, Coliseu dos Recreios de lisboa , Music Concert

ID NO LIMITS 2022, 24th, 25th and 26th of February, Centro de Congressos do Estoril, Music

Concert 

Há Fado no Cais: Zé Maria, 126th of February, Centro Cultural de Belem (Lisboa), Music Concert

Benji Price Ao Vivo, by Benji Price, 4th of March, Tivoli BBVA, Music Concert 

As minhas canções, by Ágata, 4th of March, Coliseu dos Recreiso de Lisboa, Music Concert 

David 10 anos de Carreira, by David Carreira, 18th of March, Coliseu dos Recreiso de Lisboa,

Music Concert 

The Script, 19th of March, Campo Pequeno, Music Concert 

February
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